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English for the English Language Learner III 

Best Practices in English for the ELL III 
 

 Use materials that are age appropriate for high school 
students regardless of level of language proficiency 

 Provide opportunities for collaborative work 

 Provide an environment in which students are 
comfortable enough to make linguistic mistakes to 
further their learning 

 Engage students in class discussion  

 Focus on expanding social vocabulary along with 
academic vocabulary 

 Use visuals to teach new vocabulary and concepts 

 Teach grammar and vocabulary in context of reading and 
writing 

 Use fiction and nonfiction texts 

 Develop reading comprehension skills through instruction 
of reading strategies 

 Provide opportunities for students to listen to literature, 
read aloud and read silently 

 Read aloud to students during reading instruction 

 Encourage students to read aloud in order to improve 
fluency 

 Encourage students to read silently and respond 
independently to reading selections 

Skills and Concepts: 
 

 Pronounce words correctly  

 Use reading strategies to respond to text 

 Read and discuss a novel 

 Compare and contrast visual representations of a text 
with the text itself 

 Read and respond to independent reading selections 

 Acquire improved reading levels 

 Write informally about self (i.e. in journals) 

 Write well-developed essays 

 Acquire improved spelling skills  

 Acquire improved academic vocabulary skills 

 Acquire greater understanding of American culture and 
customs 

 Develop understanding of the elements of fiction and 
nonfiction 

 Speak informally to classmates about self and interests 

 Present well-developed, formal presentations 

 Use multimedia tools to present information to peers 

 Create and present formal presentations as it relates to 
content 

 
 

English for the English Language Learner III instruction in the West Shore School District is aligned to the PA Core Standards 
and identified best practices.  We utilize a variety of strategies and differentiate our instruction to meet the needs of all 
learners.  Technology and 21st Century Skills are thoughtfully woven into our lessons and units of instruction.  This 
document is meant to offer an overview of important concepts within English for the ELL III. 
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 Encourage students to write well developed essays 

 Provide assessments that directly impact instruction 

 Provide individualized spelling instruction 

 Provide engaging materials  

 Provide opportunities for hands-on learning 
 

Standards for English for the ELL III 
 
PA Language Proficiency Standards 
PA Academic Standards for English language Arts K-5 

PA Academic Standards for English language Arts 6-12 

 
 

Assessments: 
WSSD utilizes a variety of assessments to monitor student growth and 
achievement. Our teachers engage in daily informal formative 
assessments to make timely decision about whether a student 
understands the material and concepts being presented. We also 
utilize several summative assessments to determine if a student has 
mastered grade level skills and standards. 
Some of the assessments utilized are tests and quizzes, classwork, 
homework, and projects. 
 

Materials and Resources: 
WSSD utilizes a variety of resources to meet all learners’ needs.   
Textbook and class resources: World Anthology, Hunger Games, 
Independent Reading novels, NewsELA nonfiction news articles 
 

Parent Resources: 
 
Mobymax- Used for reading comprehension and math 
remediation 
Quizlet- Search “Rizzardo ESL” to find a variety of ESL class- 
specific vocabulary activities 
Google Drive- @wssd.bz (Parents can view student work and 
assignments) 
NewsELA- Find nonfiction reading materials at various levels 
 

 

http://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/pennsylvania_english_language_proficiency_standards.pdf
http://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/PA%20Core%20Standards%20ELA%20PreK-5%20March%202014.pdf
http://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/PA%20Core%20Standards%20ELA%206-12%20March%202014.pdf

